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ABSTRACT: We study the electronic properties of the FeSe1−xTex system (x =
0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1) from the perspective of X-ray spectroscopy and density
functional theory (DFT). The analysis performed on the density of states reveals
marked differences in the distribution of the 5p states of Te for x > 0. We think
that this finding can be associated with the fact that superconductivity is
suppressed in FeTe. Moreover, using resonant inelastic X-ray scattering, we
estimate the spin state of our system which can be correlated to the magnetic
order. We find that the spin state of the FeSe1−xTex system fluctuates, as a
function of x, between S = 0 and S = 2 with Fe in FeSe in the highest spin state.
Finally, our DFT calculations nicely reproduce the X-ray emission spectra performed at the Fe L-edge (which probe the occupied
states) and suggest that the FeSe1−xTex system can be considered at most as a moderately correlated system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of superconductivity at 28 K in the system
LaFeAs(O1−xFx) by Kamihara et al.1 triggered a great deal of
research on the study of the physical properties of iron-based
layered superconductors. The situation with these materials is
quite comparable to that of the cuprates during the 1980s. Soon
after, superconductivity was reported at critical temperatures
(Tc) of 38 K, 18 K, and 8 K in the systems BaFe2As2, Li1−δFeAs,
and FeSe, respectively.2−4 In these investigations it was found
that all iron-pnictide superconductors possess a two-dimen-
sional Fe-pnictogen layer with a tetragonal structure at room
temperature. Therefore, their physical properties are considered
to be highly two-dimensional, similar to cuprates. Despite great
efforts realized in previous years, the understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for the emergence of superconductiv-
ity still remains unclear. From the theoretical point of view,
binary or ternary systems such as FeSe and LiFeAs have been
considered more suitable models for the study of super-
conducting and electronic properties because they are
structurally simple. Band structure calculations have shown
that FeSe and the pnictogen compounds have similar Fermi-
surface structures5 implying that FeSe can significantly
contribute to elucidating the origin of superconductivity.
Moreover, FeSe has a tetragonal α-PbO-type structure at
room temperature composed of planar layers of Fe2Se2 which
are similar to the layers in the pnictogens. Although LiFeAs has

a higher Tc than FeSe, it possesses one additional planar layer
of Li, making it more complicated. Furthermore, FeSe has no
toxic compounds, and it is, therefore, more desirable for
commercial applications.
Extensive work on the synthesis and characterization of FeSe

has shown that a superconducting phase exists in those samples
prepared with Se deficiency (or Fe excess),4,6,7 although it is
established that the Tc increases for samples close to
stoichiometry.8 On the other hand, core-level spectroscopic
as well as theoretical studies on the electronic structure of
FeSeδ for various values of δ reveal that the total density of
states (DOS) is mainly dominated by the Fe 3d states that
hybridize with Se 4p states close to the Fermi level, and when
Fe interstitials are introduced, the density of 3d states is
considerably enhanced.9 From the perspective of the crystalline
structure, this behavior is attributed to a lattice distortion as δ is
varied.10,11 These results indicate that, in these materials, 3d
charge carriers are itinerant in character and mostly responsible
for the superconducting properties. Despite these great efforts,
exactly how the Se deficiency affects the charge carriers remains
uncertain, and hence, more experimental investigations on the
electronic structure are needed.
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One route that can shed light on this issue is to study
whether chemical substitutions or doping, either to the Se-site
or the Fe-site, have any effect on enhancing or suppressing
superconductivity. Previous reports7,12 on the superconducting
properties of the system FeSe1−xTex showed that a Tc appears
even for values of x as large as 0.9. Hall studies demonstrated
that the charge carriers in FeTe0.82 are mainly electrons and that
the structure transition, when replacing Se by Te, may lead to a
change in the electronic band structure and/or the variation in
the scattering rate of charge carriers. Although the crystalline
and superconducting properties of FeSe1−xTex have been
widely explored,6,13−19 an exhaustive examination of its
electronic properties is still lacking. Of great importance is to
settle the question of whether or not the members of the 11
family are strongly correlated materials. This topic has been
widely discussed in the literature for the case of iron-pnictides,
and a large sector of researchers seems to converge to the view
that these materials behave as weakly (or at most moderately)
correlated systems.20−26 Nonetheless, the issue for the 11
compounds is still quite ambiguous. Previous theoretical and X-
ray spectroscopic studies9,27 realized on samples of FeSeδ have
shown that these compounds behave as weakly correlated
systems, sharing great similarities with the iron-pnictides. By
contrast, some researchers have reported experimental28,29,31

evidence of strong electron correlations in samples with Te
substitution. Aichhorn et al. performed theoretical studies on
the system FeSe including screened Coulumb interactions
within the context of the dynamical mean-field approach.30

They demonstrated the appearance of lower Hubbard bands
associated with strong electron correlations. However, no
experiments exist in the literature to corroborate this
prediction.
From our standpoint, detailed and systematic experimental

research is crucial to elucidate the role played by chalcogen
atoms in the electronic properties of the Fe-chalcogenide
superconductors that will ultimately lead not only to a better
understanding of their electronic correlation effects but also to
a clearer picture on the origin of superconductivity. X-ray
emission (XES) and absorption spectroscopy (XAS) techniques
are excellent tools to investigate the electronic properties of
these materials since they probe the occupied and unoccupied
states, respectively. In this work we extend the scope of our
previous research9 and evaluate the effect on the valence states
of FeSe superconductor when Se is gradually replaced by Te (in
another work we discuss the case of chemical substitution of
iron by cobalt32). Particularly, we study the electronic
properties for five different stoichiometries in the system
FeSe1−xTex (with x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00) using
density functional theory (DFT) and X-ray spectroscopy. With
these tools we extract valuable physics on the valence states, the
spin state, and the strength of electronic correlations. The
partial density of states reveals a shift of the p states of FeTe
when compared to the rest of the series that we think can be
correlated to the absence of superconductivity in FeTe.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATIONS
2.1. Synthesis and Crystalline Structure of FeSe1−xTex.

Samples were synthesized via solid state reaction using high
purity chemical Alfa Aesar powders of Fe 99.998%, Se 99.5%,
and Te 99.99%. The reagents were mixed at the appropriate
quantities using a mortar and a ball mill. Then the mixture was
introduced in quartz tubes and sealed in argon atmosphere at
10−2 Torr. The tubes were then introduced into a furnace at

700 °C for 5 days; then the temperature was decreased to 420
°C for 2 more days. After this time, the tubes were cooled down
to room temperature. Finally, the samples were ground again
and kept in sealed containers. The crystalline structure of the
samples was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a
Siemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer using a Cu Kα source with
a Ni filter. Operation parameters were set to 34 kV and 25 mA.
Phase identification was realized using the ICSD 2004 database
through the program Match (version 2.1f). Intensities were
measured at room temperature in 0.02° steps, in the 6−130° 2θ
range (12 h). The Rietveld refinement was carried out using the
program MAUD v2.33. Further details on sample character-
ization for magnetization and transition temperature are
described elsewhere.33

In Figure 1 we display the XRD spectra for our system, and
in Table 1 we show the results of the Rietveld refinement. The

crystal analysis reveals that all stoichiometries exhibit the
tetragonal phase with space group P4/nmm corresponding to
FeSe1−xTex. The diffraction pattern for x = 0.25 shows peak
splitting, implying the coexistence of two phases with tetragonal
structure: the phase FeTe and the phase FeSe1−xTex, consistent
with previous reports.12,13,34 This suggests that the structure of
FeSe is fundamentally different from the structure of FeTe
despite the observation that both can be indexed by the same
tetragonal lattice. The fact that the second phase has a Tc of
about 12 K implies that its composition is different from the
nominal composition. From the Rietveld refinement (refer to
Table 1), 62.8% of the ternary phase is formed giving a
composition FeSe0.843Te0.157. There is also a clear nonlinear
increase in the lattice parameters in proportion to Te
concentration due to the larger ionic radius of Te (see Figure
2). The expansion of the lattice is asymmetrical, with the
expansion rate along the c-direction much faster. The change in
the slope delimits the crossover between the two phases that
occurs at x = 0.25. The variation of the parameters is also
reflected in the (001) peak shift to lower 2θ values (see inset in
Figure 1). The samples with x = 0.75 and 1.00 additionally
display the orthorhombic phase corresponding to FeTe2 as an
impurity in the system (spatial group Pnnm). The appearance
of this phase seems to affect the superconducting state since
superconductivity is destroyed for Te concentrations larger
than 90%.12,13,33 It is worth mentioning that the samples with x
= 0.00, 0.25, and 0.50 exhibit impurities corresponding to the
NiAs-type hexagonal FeSe (spatial group P63/mmc). Appa-

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction spectra for the system FeSe1−xTex with x =
0−1. The patterns match the P4/nmm space group. Inset shows a
zoom of the (001) peak.
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rently, this phase plays no significant role in the super-
conducting properties of FeSe; however, we discovered32 that
in the Fe1−yCoySe system the introduction of Co into the host
lattice favors this phase and dominates the system for y > 0.38.
In this case, the Tc diminishes rapidly as increases,34 going from
10 K for y = 0 to 5 K for y = 0.1, and for y > 0.15 the
superconducting state is completely destroyed. In contrast, we
observe (see Table 1) that the effect of substituting Se by Te is
to eliminate the hexagonal phase and enhance the tetragonal
one. Previous crystallographic analysis12,13 showed that the
angle γ as a function of Te concentration varies in the same
proportion as the Tc. This strongly suggests that the Tc can be
correlated to the lattice distortions more than the Fe−Fe
distance in the Fe plane which increases monotonically as x
increases. By comparing the superconducting and crystal
properties of Fe1−yCoySe with those of FeSe1−xTex, we realize
that the tetragonal structure is determinant in stabilizing FeSe
in the superconducting state. Thus, while Fe substitution by Co
enhances the hexagonal phase and ultimately destroys super-
conductivity for y > 0.15, the introduction of Te in FeSe
eliminates the hexagonal phase but increases the lattice size and
distorts the tetragonal lattice to such an extent that the
orthorhombic phase starts to emerge for x > 0.9, and finally, the
superconducting state in FeTe is again suppressed. Indeed, in
the following sections we shall discuss how the electronic

properties of FeSe are influenced by the introduction of Te.
Our DFT calculations indicate structural fluctuations between
tetragonal and orthorhombic phases and reveal a narrowing of
the valence band for x = 1. The density of states shows
variations in the p states of FeTe that can be correlated to the
appearance of the orthorhombic phase and the suppression of
superconductivity.

2.2. X-ray Spectroscopy Measurements. In this research
we measured the Fe L2,3 nonresonant XES, resonant inelastic X-
ray scattering (RIXS), and XAS spectra for the five
stoichiometries described in the previous section. The
measurements were carried out at the soft X-ray fluorescence
endstation at Beamline 8.0.1 of the Advanced Light Source
(ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The
endstation has a Rowland circle geometry X-ray spectrometer
with spherical gratings and an area-sensitive multichannel
detector.35 The instrumental resolving power (E/ΔE) for XES
spectra was approximately 103. For the XAS measurements we
used the surface-sensitive total electron yield (TEY) mode. The
instrumental resolving power for all XAS measurements was
about 5 × 103. During the measurement sessions the samples
were placed under high vacuum (10−8 Torr) and measured at
room temperature. Emission spectra were normalized with
respect to the Fe L3 peak. Absorption spectra were divided by
the incident photon current and then normalized by the Fe L3
peak as well. The excitation energies for the RIXS measure-
ments were determined from the Fe 2p XAS measurements.
They corresponded to the location of the L2 and L3 peaks, an
energy between them, and an energy well above the L2
threshold for the nonresonant XES.

2.3. Calculation Details. Density functional theory with
the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave (LAPW)
method as implemented in the WIEN2k code36 was used to
compute the electronic structure of our systems. For the
exchange correlation potential we employed the generalized
gradient approximation in the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
variant.37 We generated a 12 × 12 × 7 k-mesh to perform
the Brillouin zone integrations, and for the expansion of the
basis set we chose RMT

minKmax = 7 (the product of the smallest of
the atomic sphere radii RMT and the plane wave cutoff
parameter Kmax). The radii of the muffin-tin spheres for the
atoms were chosen so that the neighboring spheres were nearly

Table 1. Crystallographic Information of FeSe1−xTex

x = 0 x = 0.25 x = 0.5 x = 0.75 x = 1

%FeSe1−xTex (P4/nmm) 82.8 62.8 91.6 93.10 94.9
%FeSe (P63/mmc) 18.21 1.8 8.4
%FeTe (P4/nmm) 35.4
%FeTe2 (Pnnm) 6.9 5.1

Bond Length (Å)
Fe−Fe 2.6680 2.6781 2.6811 2.6960 2.7061
(Se/Te)−Fe 2.3712 2.3970 2.4510 2.4881 2.5592

Bond Angle (deg)
(Se/Te)−Fe−(Se/Te) 105.43 112.11 113.70 114.41 115.01
Fe−(Se/Te)−Fe 68.47 67.91 66.32 65.60 65.01

B (Å)2

Fe 0.78 0.37 0.42 0.49 0.49
Se/Te 1.77 0.67 0.82 0.49 0.49

Occupation Factor N
Fe 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.96
Se 1.01 0.84 0.5 0.26 0.00
Te 0.00 0.16 0.5 0.77 1.03

Figure 2. Lattice parameters a (black) and c (blue). Inset shows the
lattice volume.
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touching. The values used were the following: RFe = 2.21, RSe =
1.96, and RTe = 2.00. For the calculations we used the
experimental values of the lattice parameters as determined
from XRD. To simulate Te substitution for the stoichiometries
with x = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, we generated 2 × 2 × 1 supercells.
In these supercells, a substitution of two Se atoms by two Te
atoms represents a 25% substitution. The space groups for
these structures were, respectively, orthorhombic Pmm2,
tetragonal P4mm, and again Pmm2. The supercell calculations
were not optimized because the experimental details are well-
known.17−19 For FeSe and FeTe we considered tetragonal
structures belonging to the P4/nmm space group. In all cases
energy convergence of 0.0001 Ryd, charge convergence of
0.001e, and cutoff energy between core and valence states of −6
Ryd were chosen.
XES spectra were also calculated using the XSPEC package

implemented in WIEN2k.38 The package calculates the spectra
based on the dipole allowed transitions which are then
multiplied with a radial transition probability and the partial
densities of states (PDOS).

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Density of States. In a previous publication we

studied the electronic properties of FeSe with Fe excess and Se
deficiency using DFT and X-ray spectroscopy.9 The exper-
imental evidence showed that FeSe is at most a moderate
correlated material and that the bulk of 3d states is
concentrated around the Fermi energy (EF). We also showed
that nonstoichiometric FeSe raises the number of states at the
Fermi level N(EF). The band structure for stoichiometric FeSe
and FeTe was also studied using DFT some time ago by Subedi
and Ma et al.5,27 Their investigations showed that the DOS and
Fermi surface of these materials share some similitudes with
Fe−As superconductors. In the present study we performed
similar calculations, but we now include the experimental
structures for four novel samples with several Te concen-
trations and support our results with X-ray spectroscopy. To
the best of our knowledge there is no other work in the
literature studying the DOS for intermediate values of x. This
approach not only will prove to be useful in monitoring the
evolution of the DOS as a function of Te substitution but also
will serve to detect any trends that could be correlated with the
superconducting properties.
In Figure 3 we display the DOS for FeSe1−xTex. Near the

Fermi level the total DOS for stoichiometries with x < 1 is
mostly dominated by a band of 3d Fe electrons extending from
0.0 eV to −2.7 eV. After a small gap of approximately 0.3 eV, a
second band of hybridized 3d Fe and 4p Se/5p Te electrons
extends from −3.0 eV to −6.1 eV. The Fe 3d and the chalcogen
p states are quite similar for these compositions; the main
difference comes from slight variations in the 4p/5p states
between −3 eV and −4 eV. Moreover, the Fe 4s and the
chalcogen s states show evident differences, although no clear
trend is observed and their contribution in this energy range is
insignificant. Turning now our attention to the total DOS for
the system FeTe, we see that the valence band extends from
−5.4 eV to 2.8 eV, slightly narrower than the other
stoichiometries. This band has contributions from Fe 3d and
Te 5p states and is also dominated by the 3d states near the
Fermi level. The 3d states show no gap if compared to the
other stoichiometries, and the p states at the bottom of the
valence band emerge about 0.5 eV to the right. This is
important if we keep in mind that superconductivity is

suppressed for FeTe and the orthorhombic phase appears as
an impurity. Another distinctive feature is the N(EF); the
corresponding values along with the crystalline structures are
given for reference in Table 2. FeTe has the highest value but

still lower than the value of 2.62 states per eV per formula unit
(f.u.) obtained in LaFeAs(O1−xFx).

23 Surprisingly, in our
previous work we reported that Fe excess or Se deficiency at
least doubles the number of 3d states at EF (from 0.87 states/
eV/atom to 2.19 states/eV/atom) which is comparable to the
value reported in Fe-pnictide materials.23,24 Notice that, for
stoichiometries with x < 1, N(EF) remains close to that of FeSe.
An interesting finding we spot is that the overall shape of the
total DOS is barely unaffected by Te substitution up to x =
0.75. Since superconductivity shows up for x < 0.9, our results
suggest that the distribution of p states might be fundamental
for superconductivity in this system. The shift of the 5p states
of FeTe along with the elimination of the energy gap cannot be
caused by charge-carrier doping since Se2− and Te2− have the
same valence; instead, the effect can be explained by both the
lattice distortion induced by the larger ionic radius of Te2− and
the appearance of the orthorhombic phase (refer back to
section 2.1). This is plausible since the calculations also predict
the existence of the orthorhombic phase for x = 0.25 and 0.75.
In general, we observe that the DOS for FeSe1−xTex displays
some generic characteristics that resemble the DOS of most Fe-
pnictide superconductors;20,22 namely, a major contribution
comes from the Fe 3d states in the neighborhood of the Fermi
level and a modest contribution from the chalcogen s and p

Figure 3. Density of states for FeSe1−xTex. The Fermi energy (EF) is
set at zero energy and is marked by a vertical dotted line. For
visualization the PDOS for Fe and Se s-states are multiplied by a factor
of 10 and Te s-states by a factor of 20 (dotted spectra).

Table 2. Number of States at the Fermi Level of FeSe1−xTex

stoichiometry x space group N(EF) (states/eV f.u.)

0.00 P4/nmm 1.04
0.25 Pmm2 1.22
0.50 P4mm 1.06
0.75 Pmm2 0.99
1.00 P4/nmm 1.75
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states that decreases noticeably with energy near the EF.
Because it is well-known that the Fe-pnictides are weakly
correlated materials, this similarity suggests that FeSe1−xTex can
be also considered at most as a moderately correlated system.
In fact, in the following subsections we discuss this topic at
length and give some experimental evidence to back up this
view.
3.2. RIXS Measurements and the Spin State. RIXS is a

powerful technique that can probe the valence states of
transition-metal atoms and provide valuable information about
the electronic structure of a system. One of the most important
problems about the FeSe system is the determination of its spin
state and magnetic order. In this section we will use RIXS to
extract information on the electronic structure and estimate the
spin state of our system that can be correlated to the magnetic
order.
In Figure 4a we show the Fe L2,3 absorption structure of

FeSe, whereas the RIXS spectra for FeSe1−xTex are shown in

Figure 4b. The excitation energies used to collect the RIXS
spectra are marked with arrows in the absorption spectra (nos.
1−6). The nonresonant XES measurements were taken at an
excitation energy of 740 eV far beyond the absorption
threshold (spectra no. 7). These curves present the two main
L2,3 fluorescence bands generated by the spin−orbital splitting.
The peaks are located around 705 eV and 718 eV, which
correspond to L3 and L2 emission lines produced from the
transitions 3d4s → 2p3/2 and 3d4s → 2p1/2, respectively. As
seen in the RIXS spectra 2−4, small shoulders (marked with
arrows) start to appear at energies of approximately 710 eV and
715 eV. These energies track the excitation energies and are
caused by elastic scattering. The RIXS and the nonresonant
XES spectra for stoichiometries with x > 0 are basically
featureless since no signs of constant energy loss features, which
are usually associated with charge transfer or d−d excitations,
are detected. The L3 peak resembles that of pure Fe, and the

absence of satellites indicates that 3d electrons are mainly
itinerant in character.38−40 These findings are quite similar to
those reported for Fe metal and Fe-pnictide superconduc-
tors20−22,26 and contrast considerably with those found on most
transition-metal oxides whose spectral structure is very rich and
reflects strong correlation effects.41 These observations indicate
that the nonresonant L2,3 XES probes the partial DOS and that
FeSe1−xTex behaves as weakly correlated system.
A closer inspection of the RIXS spectra reveals a subtle

peculiarity that can be used to obtain important information on
the spin state. Its resonant excitation at the L2 threshold
(spectra 5 and 6) makes the L2 peak quite a bit higher in
comparison to the L2 peak in the other compounds with the
same excitation energy. In other words, the ratio of the
intensities of the L2 to L3 peak, for these excitation energies, is
larger than the same ratio in the other stoichiometries. We
calculated the I(L2)/I(L3) ratio for the RIXS spectra number 6;
we shall call it hereafter the resonant ratio (RR). The
corresponding values are shown in the upper inset in Figure
4b. We see that FeSe has a much higher RR (=1.1) than the
rest of the stoichiometries. Prince et al. observed similar
variations in the RR of FeO and of FeS2.

41 In both cases the
differences in the RRs were ascribed to differences in the
intrinsic Coster−Kronig (C−K) rate of each sample, with a
higher rate for FeS2. In turn, the differences in the C−K
probability were related to the spin state of the systems (details
which can be consulted in the corresponding paper).
Accordingly, the authors formulated a rule for resonant
emission very similar to that proposed for absorption42 and
for nonresonant emission.43 The rule states that the RR is
higher for high spin ground states than for low spin ground
states. Thus, the resonant spectra can be used to characterize
the magnetic state of a material. According to this rule,
magnetic 3d materials tend toward high RRs whereas
nonmagnetic materials tend to low ones. The authors reported
that FeO is antiferromagnetic with Fe in the Fe2+ high spin
state (S = 2 in cubic symmetry), with RR = 1.35, while FeS2 is
nonmagnetic with Fe in the Fe2+ low spin state (S= 0 in
octahedral symmetry) with RR = 0.47. Therefore, taking as
reference these systems and applying this rule to our system, Fe
in FeSe should be in a higher spin state than the spin state for
the rest of the series. There is a controversy about the spin state
of Fe atoms in FeSe and FeTe. The theoretical considerations
carried out by Ma et al.5 presumed that FeTe is in a bicollinear
antiferromagnetic order while FeSe is in a collinear
antiferromagnetic one. Recent calculations44 on the magnetic
ordering of FeSe using hybrid-exchange DFT showed that
nonmagnetic order has higher ground state energy than the
magnetic one, although temperature and pressure variations as
well as lattice distortions (as those taking place in FeSe1−xTex)
could drive the material into different magnetic regimes. Using
polarized Raman-scattering techniques, very recent experi-
ments45,46 showed that FeSe and FeTe undergo spin
fluctuations as a function of temperature; manifesting higher
spin states at high temperatures and driving FeSe (FeTe) from
ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) to paramagnetic as the
temperature increases. The estimations of the spin state at
room temperature revealed that FeSe has a higher spin state (S
= 2) than FeTe (S = 1). These findings are in qualitative
agreement with both the spin-state rule and the values of the
RR for FeSe and FeTe found here. The values of the RR for x =
0.25 and 0.75 are closer to the value of FeTe, suggesting that
these two stoichiometries have the same spin state as FeTe.

Figure 4. Fe L2,3 absorption spectrum (a) for FeSe and RIXS spectra
(b) for FeSe1−xTex. The excitation energies used to collect the RIXS
spectra are indicated by arrows in the XAS spectrum. Arrows in spectra
2−4 indicate the emission by elastic scattering tracking the excitation
energy. Inset shows the values for the resonant ratio (RR) I(L2)/I(L3)
for spectra 6.
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The RR for x = 0.5 is much closer to the RR of FeS2, and
consequently, a low spin state (S = 0) can be assigned.
3.3. Nonresonant XES Analysis and Strength of

Electronic Correlations. Another important question that is
still on the table is whether FeSe is a strongly correlated system
from the point of view of the on-site Hubbard U. In this section
we attempt to shed light on this issue. The metallicity of our
system can be assessed by analyzing the nonresonant XES
spectra since they unveil information about the occupied
density of states around the Fermi level. To this end, in Figure
5a we compare the simulated XES spectra with the measure-

ments. The calculated spectra were Lorentzian- and Gaussian-
broadened to account for lifetime and instrumental broadening,
respectively, and were manually shifted to match the measured
spectra. From the figure we can see that calculations are in great
agreement with the measurements, although, due to broad-
ening, no fine details are expected to be revealed. Despite this,
the absence of secondary features not only suggests that the Fe
3d states do not form strong bonds with chalcogen states
outside the 3d band but also that strong correlation effects such
as on-site Hubbard U correlations barely occur in this system. If
this were the case, lower Hubbard bands in the DOS would
manifest,30 and the structure of the emission spectra would
display additional features. To contemplate the possibility of a
significant Coulumb repulsion, we also performed LDA+U
calculations (not shown) for FeSe within the context of the self-
interaction correction (SIC) and the Hubbard mean field
(HMF) variants. However, as expected, the DOS was
drastically influenced by the magnitude of the Coulumb
parameter U, specifically for values greater than 0.5 eV. As U
was increased beyond 7 eV, the 3d states shifted to higher
energies and prominent features on the nonresonant XES
spectrum showed up (such as relatively large bandwidth
broadening and shoulders around the L3 peak), in clear conflict
with our measurements. The fact that U must be close to zero
to reproduce with good degree of accuracy the emission spectra
does not suggest that FeSe1−xTex is a strongly correlated
system. Medici et al.47 proposed that moderate to strong
correlations in Fe-based superconductors can be driven by
Hund’s rule coupling J rather than on-site Hubbard repulsion.
This appears to be plausible since the I(L2)/I(L3) ratios of the
nonresonant emission of FeSe1−xTex suggest at most moderate

correlations. The alternative was considered in the Fe-
pnictides26,48,49 albeit it was shown that relatively large values
of the coupling parameter J (>1 eV with U = 0.9 eV) lead to the
appearance of a high-energy shoulder on the L3 absorption peak
accompanied by a two-peak splitting, features which are absent
in the absorption spectra of both the Fe-pnictides and our
system (refer back to Figure 4a). On the basis of these
considerations, a naive estimation for the parameters U and J
sets an upper limit of 0.5 and 1 eV, respectively.
In order to further evaluate the degree of correlation strength

in our system, in Figure 5a we compared the nonresonant XES
spectra of FeSe1−xTex (nos. 1−5), FeO (no. 6), LiFeAs (no. 7),
and Fe metal (no. 8). First, we see that the height of the L2
peak for Fe metal is smaller than the height of the same peak in
the other materials. On the opposite extreme, the highest L2
peak corresponds to FeO. For quantitative analysis we have
calculated the ratios of the integrated intensities of the L2 to L3
emission, I(L2)/I(L3), that is, the nonresonant ratio (NRR).
This quantity reflects the statistical population of 2p1/2 and
2p3/2 energy levels, respectively. According to the one-electron
picture, the NRR should be 1/2; however, in metals, C−K
transitions considerably reduce the emission yield of the L2
band. Consequently, the NRR can provide a qualitative probe
of the metallicity and correlation strength of a system.39 We
note however that self-absorption effects are present and can
neither be eliminated nor corrected,50,51 and consequently, they
may have a significant impact on the magnitude of both the
NRR and the RR. However, a simple reflection shows that this
is not the case. The XAS maximum occurs slightly above 708
eV (refer back to Figure 4a) and the L3 emission maximum at
about 705 eV (see Figure 5a). This means that on the right side
of the emission band the emitted photons are experiencing
increasing absorption with increasing emission energy when
escaping the sample. The same holds true, although to an even
weaker extent, for the L2 band where the contrast is weaker.
Ultimately self-absorption will result in a slightly distorted line
shape on the high-energy side of the peaks. While we agree that
the self-absorption effect is always present, it is also clear that it
does not affect our preceding and forthcoming analysis since
only the high-energy side of the profile is slightly suppressed.
Furthermore, since the Fe concentration remains constant in all
our measurements, the same small distortion will apply to all
spectra, and therefore, the effect can be neglected.
From Figure 5b, we see that the NRRs of FeSe1−xTex are

between Fe metal and the strongly correlated FeO, indicating
that the 3d electrons in these materials exhibit somewhat
localized character when compared to Fe metal (or LiFeAs).
FeSe and FeTe are much closer to FeO suggesting that the 3d
electrons are slightly more localized than in the others. These
findings become relevant when they are confronted with those
found in iron-pnictide superconductors where 3d electrons are
mainly itinerant.22,26 The itinerant character in Fe-pnictide
superconductors is exemplified by the LiFeAs system21 since
the value of its NRR is comparable to that of Fe metal. Not
surprisingly, the XES spectrum of FeO is slightly shifted to
higher energies and shows a typical satellite at the low-energy
side of the L3 band. These features are characteristic of most
transition-metal oxides whose valence electrons are highly
localized.41,52 This analysis supports the view that FeSe1−xTex
can be considered at most as a moderately correlated system.
To conclude our discussion, we observe that the width of the

L3 band is wider than that in the other systems. A good
quantification of the bandwidth could be given by calculating

Figure 5. (a) Nonresonant Fe L2,3 XES spectra for FeSe1−xTex, FeO,
LiFeAs, and Fe metal. (b) Nonresonant ratio (NRR) of the L2,3
intensities. The intensity ratios were derived by computing the integral
under the L2,3 bands. (c) The full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
for the L3 peaks from spectra in part a. Solid spectra in blue represent
measurements, and dashed spectra in red are the calculations.
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the full width at half-maximum (FWHM). The FWHM of L3
(shown in Figure 5c) of FeSe1−xTex is closer to that of Fe metal
than to that of FeO. This indicates that most of the 3d Fe
electrons of FeSe1−xTex are to some extent concentrated in a
narrow band close to the Fermi level, just as the calculations of
the previous section predicted. For metallic compounds, it was
found that the Fe 3d bandwidth should decrease with
increasing Fe−Fe distance.21 For FeSe1−xTex, however, we do
not identify any clear trend in the bandwidth that could be
correlated to the variation of Fe−Fe distance as the level of Te
varies (see Table 1).

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the crystalline and electronic properties of
FeSe1−xTex (with x = 0−1) using XRD, X-ray spectroscopy,
and DFT calculations. The analysis performed on the crystal
structure of the FeSe1−xTex system indicates that the tetragonal
structure plays an important role in favoring the super-
conducting state in FeSe. We discovered that Te eliminates
the hexagonal phase but increases the lattice size due to the
larger ionic radius of Te that finally destroys superconductivity
for x = 1 where the orthorhombic phase shows up. This fact can
be correlated to the variations of the p states of FeTe spotted in
the projected DOS. The calculations for the band structure
showed that the Fe 3d states dominate the DOS in the vicinity
of the Fermi energy. A comparison of our results with previous
studies on the band structure of Fe-pnictides tells us that the
main features found here are common to most Fe-based
superconductors; namely, Fe 3d states dominate near the Fermi
level and the 3d and the 4p/5p states hybridize at the bottom of
the valence band.
On the other hand, using the RIXS technique, we also

estimated the spin state of FeSe1−xTex. We have found that the
spin state fluctuates as a function of x with FeSe in the highest
spin state (S = 2), in agreement with polarized Raman
scattering measurements.
Finally, we assessed the degree of electronic correlations. On

one hand, the Fe L3 XES simulations were in good agreement
with the experimental counterpart supporting the view of weak
electronic correlations. On the other hand, the NNR suggested
that FeSe1−xTex behaves, at most, as a moderately correlated
system, with FeSe and FeTe the most correlated materials.
Overall, we found that our system is more correlated than the
iron-pnictide superconductors.
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